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Abstract: Infrared spectroscopy has emerged as a promising technique for studying the composition
of biological samples like lipids that play important roles in cellular functions and are involved in
various diseases. For this reason, lipids are a target of interest in many biomedical studies. The
objective of the present study is to utilize Fourier-Transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy to examine
the main lipid components of human cells (phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine, phos-
phatidylserine, phosphatidylinositol, C18 ceramide, sphingosine-1-phosphate, ceramide-1-phosphate,
sphingomyelin, cholesterol, and triolein). FT-IR analysis on the previously mentioned lipid samples
was performed in Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) mode. The obtained spectra clearly evidence the
contributions of the different functional groups that are present in the examined samples. Detailed
assignments of spectral features were carried out in agreement with the literature. Similarities and
differences among the different types of commercial lipid samples are evidenced and discussed,
with particular attention to phospholipid and sphingolipid components. A quantitative analysis of
phosphatidylinositol and sphingomyelin spectra using a ratiometric approach is reported. Moreover,
a reconstruction procedure of FT-IR spectra of complex lipids useful for chemometrics applications is
described. These representative examples of the potential use of the results of the present study can
certainly contribute to a larger use of FT-IR spectroscopy in lipidomics.
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1. Introduction

In the field of biological research, understanding the intricate molecular composition
of human cells is crucial for unraveling the complex mechanisms that govern various
physiological processes. Among the diverse biomolecules present within cells, lipids play
a fundamental role in numerous cellular functions, ranging from energy storage to cell
signaling. Lipids encompass a wide array of chemically distinct molecules, each with their
unique properties and functions. Therefore, gaining a comprehensive understanding of the
lipid components within human cells necessitates powerful analytical techniques that can
provide detailed molecular information.

Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy and, in particular, Attenuated Total
Reflection–FTIR (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy can be recognized as very valuable tools for lipid
analysis by probing their vibrational modes in a nondestructive way [1–5]. By measuring
the absorbance of infrared light in the midinfrared region, ATR-FTIR spectroscopy can
provide valuable insights into the biochemical structure and composition of lipids present
in human cells. By harnessing the unique spectral fingerprint of lipids, FT-IR spectroscopy
allows the identification and quantification of different lipid classes and subtypes within
cellular samples [5]. Moreover, it provides information regarding the organization and
physical state of lipids, such as their degree of saturation and oxidation, acyl chain length,
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and chain packing. By exploring lipid metabolism, lipid-related diseases, drug targeting
and delivery, as well as membrane biophysics, this technique can significantly contribute to
the development of innovative therapeutic approaches and the identification of potential
biomarkers for disease diagnosis and prognosis.

In the literature, many research groups have reported the use of ATR-FTIR analysis
for investigating the changes occurring in lipid components of human cells and tissues
as a result of diseases such as cancer [6–9]. Alternatively, Severcan et al. investigated
the use of FT-IR spectroscopy for evidencing the changes induced in lipid by diabetes
disease [10]. Guleken et al. that individuated changes in lipid metabolism in the blood
serum of endometriosis-affected patients using the above-mentioned technique [11].

ATR-FTIR spectroscopy has been adopted for evaluating the effects of drugs in cell
lipid components. Gasper et al. [12,13] investigated the changes occurring in cell lipidome
due to Ouabain drug, a drug commonly used in cancer treatment.

FT-IR spectroscopy has also been adopted for characterizing the changes induced in
lipid components by ionizing radiation [14–16]. This vibrational technique also allowed the
characterization of the role of lipid components in the protective effect of amifostine against
damaging induced by ionizing radiation on rat brains [17]. Amifostine is a radioprotective
agent that can be adopted in clinics for reducing the side effects of radiotherapy treatment.
Moreover, FT-IR spectroscopy has allowed the acquisition of information about the effects
on lipids induced by environment pollution [18,19].

Obviously, FT-IR and ATR-FTIR spectroscopies have contributed to the assessment
of many other aspects of lipid behavior in human cells, as can be evinced by the large
number of papers devoted to this topic. In Refs. [6,7,20–26], a certain number of significant
results are reported. As said before, the above-mentioned techniques are recognized
as very valuable tools for lipid analysis, as testified by their use in lipidomics [27] and
high-throughput technology [28,29].

The relevance of ATR-FTIR spectroscopy in the study of the changes induced in
lipid components by physicochemical agents moved our interest towards the use of this
technique for investigating lipid samples extracted from human cells exposed to external
physical agents. As a preliminary step of this investigation, we aim at performing a de-
tailed analysis of the infrared spectra of the most relevant lipid components in human
cells (phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylserine, phosphatidyli-
nositol, C18 ceramide, sphingosine-1-phosphate, ceramide-1-phosphate, sphingomyelin,
cholesterol and triolein).

In order to have very reproducible results, we decided to use commercial samples for
examining these lipids by employing ATR acquisition geometry that is generally considered
the most appropriate for this kind of sample [1–5]. Good-quality spectra were obtained, and
the similarity and differences among the infrared spectra of various lipids are evidenced
and discussed. In addition, a quantitative analysis of some spectra was performed using
a ratiometric approach [13,17,30], and a convolution procedure useful for chemometrics
applications is proposed [31]. The present investigation can make a useful contribution to
the use of FT-IR spectroscopy for advancing our understanding of cellular lipid biology
and its implications in various physiological and pathological processes.

2. The Presence of Lipids in Human Cells

This section presents a concise and insightful overview of the fundamental properties
characterizing the principal lipid constituents within human cells. It is important to
underscore that the list of scrutinized lipids (four phospholipids, four sphingolipids and
cholesterol) also encompasses triolein, a well-established model frequently employed for
investigating lipid metabolism and digestion [32].

Lipids, a class of molecules soluble in organic solvents yet insoluble in water, assume a
pivotal role in the constitution of cell membranes and lipid bilayers. Their primary functions
encompass diverse roles such as energy storage, thermal insulation, protective shielding,
cellular signaling and regulatory modulation. The main phospholipids found in biological
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membranes are phosphatidylcholines (PC), a family of phospholipids that include choline
as a headgroup and are typically the most prevalent phospholipid in animals and plants,
making up frequently close to 50% of the total. They make up a significant portion of
biological membranes and are mostly present in the exoplasmic, or outer leaflet, of a
cell membrane, as well as in pulmonary surfactant [33,34]. Phosphatidylethanolamines
(PEs) are found in all living cells and are particularly prevalent in neurological tissue,
such as the white matter of the brain, nerves, neural tissue and the spinal cord. In the
process of cell division known as cytokinesis, PEs contribute with membrane fusion and
the breakdown of the contractile ring. PE has several functions in humans, including blood
clotting, liver lipoprotein production, the spread of infectious prions without the use of
proteins or nucleic acids and heart blood flow [35–38]. Phosphatidylserine (PS), or more
specifically a glycerophospholipid, is the main class of acidic phospholipids that make
up 13–15% of the phospholipids in the human cerebral cortex. It is composed of serine
attached via a phosphodiester linkage to the third carbon of glycerol and two fatty acids
attached via ester linkage to the first and second carbons. In the plasma membrane, PS
is localized exclusively in the cytoplasmic leaflet, where it is a component of the protein
docking sites required for the activation of a number of important signaling pathways,
including the Akt, protein kinase C (PKC) and Raf-1 signaling pathways, which are known
to promote neuronal survival, neurite growth and synaptogenesis. It is important for cell
cycle signaling, particularly in the context of apoptosis. These signaling mechanisms are
significantly influenced by changes in the PS level in neurons’ plasma membrane [39–42].
Phosphatidylinositol (PI) is a glycerophospholipid with a glycerol backbone, two nonpolar
fatty acid tails and a phosphate group substituted with an inositol polar head group (an
amphiphilic lipid with a polar and nonpolar region). The molecules are negatively charged
at physiological pH thanks to the phosphate group. Phosphoinositides, which are PI
in phosphorylated forms, are crucial for lipid signaling, cell signaling and membrane
trafficking [43].

Sphingolipids are the second major component of lipids in the cell membrane, a
subclass of amphipathic lipids that all include a sphingoid base backbone that is N-acylated
with different fatty acid chains. This group consists of lipids such ceramide, sphingosin-1-
phosphate (S1P), ceramide-1-phosphate (C1P) and sphingomyelin (SM).

Ceramide (Cer) is a crucial lipid molecule found in cell membranes, serving as the
backbone for various sphingolipids. Cer is made up of fatty acid chain lengths ranging from
14 to 26 carbon atoms connected to sphingosine via an amide linkage (N-acetylsphingosine).
It plays important roles in cellular processes such as differentiation, proliferation, apoptosis
and the stress response in cells cancer and cancer therapy. Because of these character-
istics, Cers are frequently referred to as the “messenger of cell death” [44–47]. Cer can
be generated through two pathways: de novo synthesis, involving the condensation of
serine and palmitoyl CoA, and the salvage pathway, which recycles sphingosine or hy-
drolyzes complex sphingolipids [48]. Cer synthesis and sphingomyelinases have been
identified as important targets in chemotherapy and radiation therapy. Chemotherapeutic
drugs and radiation therapy cause cell death by raising the levels of Cer, promoting the
synthesis of new Cer molecules and triggering the activation of enzymes that ultimately
result in apoptosis [49–51]. Cer has diverse intracellular targets, including protein kinase
C isoforms and protein kinase CAPK/KSR, which play roles in cell differentiation and
death. Cer is produced shortly after radiation exposure through SM hydrolysis and DNA
damage-independent pathways. Overall, radiation-induced cell damage initiates distinct
signaling pathways that result in increased intracellular Cer levels [52–54]. Sphingosin-1-
phosphate (S1P), also known as lysosphingolipid, a bioactive lipid mediator, is a signaling
sphingolipid. Sphingosine, with a phosphate group attached at position 1, forms the phos-
phosphingolipid known as S1P. Cer is converted to sphingosine by the enzyme ceramidase,
which is mainly found in plasma membranes. Sphingosine kinase (SK) isoenzymes then
phosphorylate sphingosine. The two known isoenzymes are SK1 and SK2. While SK2 is
primarily expressed in the liver and kidney, SK1 is highly expressed in the spleen, lung
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and leukocytes. S1P is a significant regulator of the vascular and immunological systems,
and it controls angiogenesis, vascular stability and permeability in the vascular system.
Scientists have identified S1P as essential to human health and a factor in several diseases,
including cancer, because of its function in the development of new blood vessels [55–58].
Ceramide 1-phosphate (C1P) is thought to be found in the cytosolic leaflet of cellular
membranes, since it is detected in animal tissues at levels comparable to S1P. In neutrophils,
mast cells and macrophages, relatively significant concentrations of palmitoylated (C16)
C1P have been found. Phosphatases carry out the reverse reaction to synthesize Cer, in-
dicating that Cer and C1P are easily interconvertible in cells. These enzymes include a
particular phosphatidate phosphohydrolase, C1P phosphatase, as well as lysosomal acid
sphingomyelinase. To ensure that cells function effectively, the activities of the enzymes
involved in synthesis and catabolism must be carefully regulated. Nevertheless, any dis-
ruption to this equilibrium can lead to metabolic dysfunction or disease. Cer is associated
with a reduction in cell development and enhancement of apoptosis, in contrast to S1P
and C1P, which are associated with increased cell growth and survival. Plasma C1P is
thought to have a role in the recruitment of stem/progenitor cells to injured organs and
may encourage their vascularization with the potential to be used in regenerative medicine.
Cer prevents cell proliferation that has been induced by this method by increasing the
activity of the enzyme lipid phosphate phosphatase, which results in the dephosphoryla-
tion of C1P [59]. Sphingomyelin (SM) is referred to as the predominant sphingolipid in
intracellular and plasma membranes (it is mostly found in the bilayer’s outer (extracellular)
leaflet). Sphingomyelinase breaks down SM into Cer and water-soluble phosphorylcholine
in response to cellular stress. Nearly 85% of all sphingolipids, 10% to 20% of all plasma
membrane lipids and 4% to 18% of all sarcolemma membrane lipids are found in SM. Sig-
nal transmission, membrane budding, cellular proliferation, differentiation and apoptotic
pathways are just a few of the biological processes in which SM participates. It has also
been noted as being essential to control cancerous cell proliferation. Therefore, due to its
critical function in proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis, altered physicochemical
properties of SM may contribute to cancer cells’ resistance to antitumor drugs by helping
them avoid apoptosis, as has already been demonstrated for certain cisplatin (CIS) and
doxorubin [60]. SM level variations that cause membrane disruption may control signaling
pathways [61]. Cholesterol is a substance with a waxy, fat-like texture that is present in the
cells of the body. It is synthesized by the liver and can also be obtained from certain foods.
Cholesterol plays a crucial role in the body as it is essential to produce hormones, vitamin
D and substances involved in food digestion. There are two primary types of cholesterol:
low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol and high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol.
LDL cholesterol is often referred to as “bad” cholesterol due to its tendency to accumulate
plaque within the arteries. High levels of LDL cholesterol pose a significant risk for heart
disease and stroke. On the other hand, HDL cholesterol is considered “good” cholesterol
because it assists in removing LDL cholesterol from the bloodstream, thereby reducing
the risk of heart disease. Triolein is a type of triglyceride, which is a type of fat molecule
composed of three fatty acids and a glycerol molecule. Triolein specifically is composed of
three oleic acid molecules, a type of unsaturated fatty acid and a glycerol molecule. Triolein
is commonly used in research as a model for studying lipid metabolism and digestion. It
is also used in the production of cosmetics and pharmaceuticals, as well as in the food
industry as an emulsifier and flavor enhancer. In the body, triolein is broken down by
enzymes called lipases into its component fatty acids and glycerol, which can then be used
for energy or storage. Excessive consumption of triolein, along with other dietary fats, can
contribute to the development of obesity and other health problems if not balanced with
physical activity and a healthy diet.

In Table 1 the structures of the main lipids present in human cells and investigate in
the present work are reported.
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Table 1. The structures of the main lipids present in human cells and investigated in the present work
are reported. In particular, four phospholipids (phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine,
phosphatidylserine and phosphatidylinositol) and four sphingolipids (C18 ceramide, sphingosine-
1-phosphate, ceramide-1-phosphate and sphingomyelin) are presented together with cholesterol
and triolein.

Commercial Lipids Structure

Phosphatidylcholine
(PC)
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Table 1. Cont.

Commercial Lipids Structure
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As far as concerns FT-IR spectra, lipids have characteristic absorption bands in the
infrared spectrum due to the functional groups present in their chemical structure. In
particular, the FT-IR spectra cell membrane lipids are characterized by two main regions:
the high wavenumber range (3100–2800 cm−1) that is related to C-H stretching vibrations
and principally associated to hydrocarbon chains and the low wavenumber region of the
spectrum (below 1800 cm−1) that is basically due to the polar headgroups of lipids. The C-H
stretching bands associated with the lipid hydrocarbon chain region are not significantly
influenced by other vibrational modes, even when complex samples such as biological
systems are considered. Information about the hydrocarbon chain structure can be obtained
by examining the spectral features of the bands (position, intensity and width) placed in
this region [5].

The different lipids can be identified by considering the spectral range associated with
the lipid polar headgroup. For example, in this region, the contributions related to the C=O
stretching mode positioned around 1740 cm−1 and the phosphate group near 1240 and
1080 cm−1 for the antisymmetric and symmetric modes are characteristics of phospholipids
and cholesterol. It is well known that each lipid shows a particular FT-IR spectrum in the
region characterized by wavenumbers lower than 1800 cm−1. This feature has been used
by different authors for identifying the various components in lipid mixtures [6,7].

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Lipid Commercial Samples

The following lipids were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich (Milan) and used as ref-
erences without further purification: L-a-phosphatidylcholine (liver from bovine), phos-
phatidylethanolamine (1,2-diacyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine, >97%), phosphatidylser-
ine (1,2-Diacyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine solution >97%, from bovine brain), L-a-
phosphatidylinositol (liver from bovine), C18 ceramide (d18:1/18:0), sphingosine-1-phosphate
(d17:1), ceramide-1-phosphate (95%, from bovine brain), sphingomyelin (from porcine),
cholesterol and triolein. Lipids were all dissolved in chloroform at a concentration of
10 mg/mL and stored at −20 ◦C. The commercial lipids used in the present investiga-
tion are those more readily available. Their purity level guarantees that only negligeable
contributions from eventual contaminants may be present in the acquired infrared spectra.

3.2. Attenuated Total Reflection–FourierTransform Infrared (ATR-FTIR) Spectroscopy

FT-IR spectra were obtained using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum One spectrometer (PerkinElmer,
Shelton, CT, USA) equipped with Universal ATR (UATR) accessory. All spectra were
collected using 32 scans in the range from 4000 to 600 cm−1 with a 4 cm−1 spectral resolution.
The analyzed wavenumber regions were 3300–2700 cm−1 and 1800–600 cm−1, where the
contributions of different functional groups are present. Small aliquots of lipid solution
(5 µL) were deposited on the diamond crystal of UATR and left to dry before acquiring
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the spectra. For each processed sample, a background measurement was also acquired.
Before collecting the spectra, the ATR crystal was cleaned with acetone and left to dry.
Samples were analyzed in triplicate. Preliminary analyses as baseline correction were
made using the Perkin Elmer software. The acquired spectra were normalized adopting
the Standard Normal Variate (SNV) method [62] using the Origin software (Version 9.0,
OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA).

The FT-IR spectra obtained for the different lipids were employed to show the feasi-
bility of two data analysis procedures among the many available in the field of infrared
spectroscopy [62]. A quantitative analysis of the FT-IR spectra using a ratiometric approach
was performed for PI and SM samples [5,17,63]. In addition, a representative example of
the use of the spectral data of the investigated samples is reported in the following. The
presented example indicates the possibility of using the spectral data of lipid components
for a software reconstruction of spectra of complex lipid mixture that can be compared
with experimental data [6,7].

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. ATR-FTIR Spectra of Commercial Lipids

The ATR-FTIR spectra of the four phospholipids investigated here are reported in
Figure 1 and are in qualitative agreement with those reported in Refs. [6,7]. As mentioned
before, the C-H stretching vibrations cause the absorption between 3400 and 2800 cm−1

that primarily come from the hydrocarbon chains. For PE, PC and PS samples, the most
relevant contribution is located around 2924, 2854 cm−1 and is due to the asymmetric
and symmetric stretching mode of the CH2 group, respectively. PI samples also show a
significant contribution at 3370 cm−1 that can be ascribed to asymmetric stretching of the
OH group. The low wavenumber region of the spectra (1800 and 600 cm−1) is dominated
by the polar head groups of the lipids and can be considered the fingerprint region for
distinguishing the different lipids.
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(PE), phosphatidylserine (PS) and phosphatidylinositol (PI)) from 3500 to 2800 cm−1 and 1800 to
600 cm−1.
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In this region, the peak located around 1740 cm−1 represents the major contribution
for all the investigated phospholipids samples and is related to the stretching mode of the
C=O group. For PE, PI and PC samples, another considerable feature is present around
1465 cm−1 and is attributed to the bending mode of the CH3 group. The spectral region
between 1200 and 900 cm−1 is really very different for the four phospholipid components,
but for all of them, the contributions of the phosphate group can be noticed. In particular,
the structures positioned at ~1222 and 1080 cm−1 are present and can be attributed to
antisymmetric and symmetric PO−

2 groups, respectively. In Table S1, the positions of all
the different peaks for investigated phospholipids and their assignments are reported. The
assignments were carried out in agreement with Refs. [1,2,64,65]. In Figure 2, the ATR-FTIR
spectra of the investigated sphingolipids are reported. In the high-wavenumber region,
in addition to the above-mentioned contributions due to asymmetric (~2916 cm−1) and
symmetric (~2850 cm−1) stretching mode of CH2 group, there is also a faint feature due to
the asymmetric stretching mode of the CH3 functional group.
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Figure 2. ATR-FTIR spectra of sphingolipids from 3500 to 2800 cm−1 and 1800 to 600 cm−1 (ceramide
(Cer), sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P), ceramide 1-phosphate (C1P) and sphingomyelin (SM)) from
3500 to 2800 cm−1 and 1800 to 600 cm−1.

As far as concerns the fingerprint region, as expected, there is the largest variability
among the four investigated sphingolipids. For these samples, the peaks located around
1640 and 1548 cm−1 are particularly relevant, since they can be ascribed to C=O stretching
(Amide I) and to N-H bending (Amide II) vibrations, respectively. These contributions have
different intensities for the various examined samples. Similar features are also present in
the protein spectrum due to peptide bond. Cer compounds exhibit well-defined peaks at
1548, 1467 and 1038 and 721 cm−1 that are attributed to NH, CH3 and CO group bending.
The peak at 721 cm−1 is due to CH bending mode contribution. SM samples presents
similar contributions located at 1549,1468 and 721 cm−1. Moreover, SM spectrum shows
features at 1225 and 1087 cm−1 that can be attributed to antisymmetric and symmetric
stretching of the PO−

2 group, respectively, and further evident contributions at 1059 cm−1

due to the stretching of CO-O-C and C-O-P-O-C at 968 cm−1 attributed to the stretching
vibrations of the N+(CH3)3) and O-CH3 groups. The C1P spectrum is characterized by a
large band centered on 997 cm−1, ascribed to the C=O stretching mode. In this band, it
is possible to recognize the contributions due to the symmetric PO−

2 group (1087 cm−1)
and the one located at 967 cm−1 that has been attributed to the stretching vibrations of the
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N+(CH3)3) and O-CH3 groups. In the fingerprint region, the S1P spectrum contributions at
1253 cm−1 (due to antisymmetric PO−

2 group stretching mode), 1035 cm−1 (attributed to
stretching mode of C-O-P group) and 929 cm−1 (ascribed to different contributions from
C=C and C-H bonds) can be easily recognized. In Table S2, the positions of all different
peaks for the investigated sphingolipids and their tentative assignments are summarized.
The assignments were carried out in agreement with Refs. [1,2,64,65]. In Figure 3, the
ATR-FTIR spectra obtained from cholesterol and triolein samples are reported.
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Figure 3. ATR-FTIR spectra of cholesterol (CH) and triolein from 3150 to 2800 cm−1 and 1800 to
600 cm−1.

The ATR-FTIR spectrum of CH samples shows substantial differences from the other
spectra previously discussed. This neutral lipid does not show the typical contributions
of stretching vibrations of the C-H groups in the 3100–2800 cm−1 range. In fact, the C-H
stretching vibration modes are centered at 2933 cm−1 for cholesterol. The features located
at 1464 and 1378 can be ascribed to C-H deformation modes. Some contributions that
are shown at 1055, 1022, 956, 840 and 800 cm−1 are specific for CH, and their tentative
assignments are given in Table S3. The triolein spectrum is less structured and presents, in
the high wavenumber region, two features at 2923 and 2854 cm−1 that can be ascribed to the
asymmetric and symmetric stretching modes of the CH2 group. An intense peak is present
at 1745 cm−1, and it is due to the C=C stretching mode. A large feature is also located
at 1162 cm−1 that can be due to the C-C stretching mode. In Table S4, the other spectral
characteristics of triolein spectrum are reported. As previously stated, in Tables S1–S4, the
positions and the assignments of the contributions of the various functional groups are
reported for each investigated lipid sample. The assignments were carried out according
to Refs. [1,2,7,64–68]. All the reported spectra are in substantial agreement with those
reported in Refs. [7,66,68] for some of the samples investigated here.

4.2. Ratiometric Analysis of ATR-FTIR Lipid Spectra

As mentioned before, a very large number of data analysis procedures are available
for FT-IR spectra processing [62,63,69,70]. Among the various more or less sophisticated
univariate and multivariate approaches [71], quantitative details can be obtained from
FT-IR spectra by using a ratiometric analysis in which the ratio values between the intensity
or the area of selected bands are evaluated [15,17,30]. In Table 2, a list of some useful
ratios is reported, and their values are estimated for PI and SM samples, as representative
examples of the ratiometric approach. In the case of lipid samples, this approach allows
the evaluation of various characteristics, such as unsaturation level, chain length, chain
ordering and lipid phase transitions [6,17,63]. In Table 2, the numerical values present
the major difference for the (4) ratio related to carbonyl content, as expected by taking
into account the considered samples. The evaluation of ratios between the areas or the
intensities of selected bands of infrared spectra is particularly useful for estimating changes
induced in a certain class of samples by the interaction with physicochemical agents, as
reported in Refs. [17,63,72]. In fact, many researchers used some of the presented ratios
for evaluating the effects of interaction between cells and tissues with external agents. For
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example, Cakmak et al. used the (1), (2), (3), (4) and (6) ratios of Table 2 for highlighting
the protective influence of amifostine, an established cytoprotective adjuvant utilized to
reduce the side effects stemming from specific chemotherapy drugs and radiation therapy.
The study delineated its impact within two distinct cerebral regions, the white matter (VM)
and gray matter (GM) areas. The increase in lipid quantities observed within treated cells
underlined the safeguarding efficacy of this relevant medication. The authors also observed
an increase in the ratios of carbonyl, olefinic/CH and CH3 groups relative to lipids in the
irradiated (WM) and (GM) regions of the brain. This indicates that lipids were undergoing
oxidation, leading to the creation of degradation products containing more carbonyl esters.
This suggests that exposure to ionizing radiation might increase the concentration of
unsaturated fatty acids in the brain. These changes in the composition and concentration of
lipids are recognized for their impact on membrane structure and thickness, potentially
causing modifications in ion channels and receptors, disrupting the normal functioning of
brain tissue (see Ref. [17] and references therein). Also, Abdelrazzak et al. [63] adopted the
ratios reported in Table 2 and others presented in Ref. [30] for investigating the structural
damages in the cell membrane lipids as a result of the oxidative stress in abscopal liver
tissue of rats. Lipid damage was evidenced by a decrease in ratios (1) and (2). The (2) ratio
was also assumed as an indicator of changes in the methylation degree. Moreover, our
previous papers [15,16] represent other significative examples of the use of ratios between
the areas of selected bands for investigating different processes occurring in the lipid
components of cells exposed to ionizing detection.

Table 2. Ratios of spectral areas considered for analysis with their relative biological indications
[17,30,63]. The numerical data represent the means, and the related standard deviations result is less
than 5%.

Area Ratio Baseline Points (cm−1) Indication PI SM

(1) CH2as/Lipid (2900–2948)/
(2830–3027) Chain length of lipids 0.49 0.46

(2) CH3as/Lipid (2943–2968)/
(2830–3027) Methyl concentration 0.11 0.09

(3) Olefinic=CH/
Lipid

(2992–3030)/
(2830–3027) Concentration unsaturated fatty acids 0.035 0.045

(4) Carbonyl C=O/Lipid (1717–1753)/
(2830–3027) Carbonyl content 0.27 0.007

(5) CH2as/CH3as
(2900–2948)/
(2943–2968) Length of hydrocarbon chain 4.43 5.16

(6) CH2s + CH2as/Olefinic=CH (2855 + 2920)/
(2992–3030) Saturation level of lipids 0.42 0.45

4.3. Analysis of Lipid Mixtures

The spectra of different lipid components have been used for analyzing spectra from
complex mixtures of lipids as samples extracted from cells and tissues [6,7]. As stated
before, the analysis of lipid extract biochemical characteristics is extremely useful in a
large variety of cases, such as disease diagnosis [6–11], drug effect monitoring [12,13] and
ionizing radiation effect studies [14–16]. Implementing a chemometric analysis usually
requires the acquisition of a very large number of spectra from many mixtures of the simple
lipid components that are present in cell and tissue samples in order to build a model.
The different mixtures are prepared using different percentages of single constituents. In
order to acquire the above-mentioned spectra, large quantities of expensive materials and a
certain amount of experimental work are required.

Alternatively, the spectral data of Figures 1–3 (available on request) can be used
for reconstructing the FT-IR spectra of complex samples by using appropriate software
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algorithm and considering the percentages of the different lipids present in the cells or tis-
sues [73,74] from which lipids can be extracted following one of the available methods (see
Refs. [75,76] and references therein). The use of valid fitting procedures between computed
and experimental spectra can provide precise information about the sample constituents.

As a representative result, in Figure 4, the spectrum reconstructed using the spectra
reported in Figures 1–3 according to the lipid percentages reported in Table 1 of Ref. [74] is
shown. In particular, the spectrum of Figure 4 was obtained by considering contributions
equal to 10% for CH, 45% for PC, 20% for PE, 12% for PI, 7% for PS and 6% for SM
components [74].
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Figure 4. Evaluated FT-IR spectrum obtained from a convolution of spectra of lipid components
reported in Figures 2–4. Each contribution was weighted according to the percentage indicated in
Ref. [74].

Figure 5 from Ref. [7] shows the FT-IR spectra acquired using lipids extracted from
brain white and gray matter and A and B mixtures of commercial lipids. A visual inspection
of the fingerprint region (1800–750 cm−1) of Figures 4 and 5 reveals a strong resemblance
between the reconstructed spectra of Figure 4 and the brain white and gray matter spectra
of Figure 5. As mentioned before, Dreissig et al. [7] made a comparison with spectra
experimentally acquired from different solutions prepared with different percentages of
commercial lipids for obtaining information about lipid constituents of brain tissues. Also,
Derenne et al. [6] worked in a similar way using a large number of prepared solutions for
building a model for defining the lipid components of cancer cells. The qualitative com-
parison between Figures 4 and 5 discussed here can indicate that the use of experimental
spectral data for single lipid components together with proper software algorithms can
accelerate the study of lipid complex samples.
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5. Conclusions

The present study enabled us to obtain the ATR-FTIR spectra of the more relevant
lipids that can be found in human cells. Good-quality spectra were obtained, and the
related spectral data are available on request. These spectra clearly show the contributions
of the different functional groups that are present in the different examined samples.
Detailed assignments of the different spectral features are reported in the Supplementary
Material, and they result in good agreement with the literature. Representative results of a
quantitative analysis of some spectra using a ratiometric approach and a reconstruction
procedure of FT-IR spectra of complex lipids useful for chemometrics applications are also
reported. The findings from this study pave the way for further investigations and the
development of advanced analytical techniques, ultimately contributing to the broader
field of lipid research and its implications in human health.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/biophysica3030035/s1, Tables S1–S4: Peak positions and
assignments for ATR-FTIR spectra of the investigated samples.
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